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Abstract: This paper examined the penalties often imposed under customary law as well as the negative impacts
on human rights of the citizen vis-à-vis our positive laws, especially the constitution. It concluded that they
violated both the people’s human rights and the constitution. It went further to inspire new norms of customary
law sanctions and, accordingly proffered alternative modes of exacting such penalties without unduly
breaching the victim’s fundamental rights and the constitution. It also canvassed for modernization of our
customary laws to meet contemporary civilized standards.
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INTRODUCTION regulating in that it controls the lives and

The purpose of this work is to examine some that custom is a mirror of the culture of the people, I
penalties executed and permitted under customary law would say that customary law goes further and
and how they injuriously affect people’s fundamental imports justice to the lives of all those subject to it
rights. Efforts will also be made to establish that such [2].
penalties quite violate human conscience and our most
important positive law-the constitution. In consequence, Arising from the preceding definitions, the penal
suggested ways of carrying out punishments under our aspect of customary law refers to those conducts,
customary laws as new norms will be made with a view practices and actions accepted as standards of behaviour
towards refining and modernizing customary law practices within our society; imposed and carried out under
in measure  with  the  current human civilization globally. customary law justice system for punishing alleged
In order to clearly appreciate the issue under discourse, wrongs by defaulters. These penal practices and actions
we shall first define or explain such key terms or concepts control the lives and social relationships of the people of
as “penal”, “norms”, “customary law” and “human the particular community in no small measure, albeit
rights”. negatively.

Definition or Explanation of Key Concepts: Oxford demands or claims which individuals or groups make on
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English defines society some of which are protected by law and have
“penal” as “connected with or used for punishment, become part of Lex Lata while others remain aspirations
especially by law”. “norms” refer to standards of to be attained in future [3].
behaviour that are typical of or accepted within a It is important to note that this definition talks about
particular group or society [1]. some of these rights being already protected by law in

In Oyewunmin & Anor V. Ogunesan the Supreme force-positive law-while others are yet to be so recognized
Court defined customary law as follows: and protected.

The organic  or  living  law  of  the indigenous inherent in an individual as a member of human kind
people of Nigeria, regulating their lives and which ought not be denied the one if injustice is not to be
transactions. It is organic in that it is not static. It is done to the fellow.

transactions of the community subject to it. It is said

Prof. Osita Eze defines human rights as representing

Human rights connote all the amalgam of rights
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Human rights are what make human being human and Ugwu not only runs errand for evil medical
if these are denied, the very person is dehumanized and practitioners but also that her hands are not clean
devalued. and has her own evil medicine has not been

We shall now turn to some penal aspects of substantiated or proven.
customary laws and see how they fare in relation to That the plaintiff hereby acknowledges the receipt of
human rights. the sum of fifty thousand naira only (N50,000.00k)

paid to her by the defendants in respect of this
Some Penal Aspects of Customary Law settlement as full and final compensation in this
Binding and Flogging: Some customs in Nigeria permit matter.
binding with ropes and then flogging an individual as a
form of punishment for certain wrongs allegedly Even though peaceable settlement of this matter was
committed. achieved, it suffices to say that this aspect of customary

This form of punishment is exacted irrespective of sex punishment is wholly condemnable.
or age of the offender. The offence for this punishment
varies according to a particular community. Forced Exile or Banishment: It is still obtainable and

The  case  of   Mrs.   Ogbuabor   Ugwu  [4] permissible under the customary law for resort to forced
reveals  that  this  form  of   punishment   could  serve exile or banishment of an individual from his/her native
both  as trial  by  ordeal  and  as  outright punishment community based on alleged commission of some serious
for alleged wrong in practicing evil and diabolical wrongs.
medicine-witchcraft. This form of punishment entails, by words or

Based on the above allegation, on arrival from her conduct, sending one out of the community or forcing the
farm work, she was invited by some members of her late person to leave one’s ancestral home.
husband’s kinsmen in the presence of one “prophet” This is one of the most embarrassing and
Abraham Odoabuchi. unwholesome customary penalties as it radically uproots

She was immediately questioned and thereafter one from his/her land of nativity and sever strong and
bound and flogged publicly and mocked, as she lay on long established family ties.
ground, having been adjudged “guilty” of using evil and Allegations of desecrations of the land, resistance to
diabolical medicine against some unnamed members of the the often unjustifiable decision of a ruling cabal in the
community. village, refusal to carry out acts of appeasing the “gods”

She was given, at least, twenty-six lashes of the land and any other offence considered heinous
administered  by  three  persons  as  she could not could attract this penalty.
recollect the exact number by the fourth person as Threats   of     harm-physical     or     spiritual   are
revealed by a petition written to the commissioner of often given to the victim of this punishment in case of
Police,  Enugu  State  on  her  behalf.  Based   on  the breach.
above petition, six out of the nine suspects were Ms Maria Chinwe Ezeani furnishes a glaring and
immediately arrested by the Police who arraigned them recent example of this customary sanction.
before  Chief  Magistrate,  L.O.C.  Nwebiem  at  Ikem on a The trouble of Ms Maria C. Ezeani started when some
4-count charge. people connived with her younger brother who is

In order to assert and enforce her fundamental rights, mentally unsound to sale their family property after the
the victim further filed a civil action against her death of their father, which she opposed on the
persecutors at the Obollo-Afor High Court. instructions of their most elderly brother based in

However, the dispute was eventually resolved California.
amicably and the two pending judicial proceedings She  has  gone  to  High  Court  of   Awka to
discontinued. Paragraphs 1 and 5 of the terms of challenge the purported sale, an action which offended
settlement state: the community’s law against taking a fellow indigene

That the open declaration by ‘prophet’ Abraham rather than by the authority of the community. According
Nwaoji Nwakpaka on 30/4/2009 that Mrs. Ogbuabor to [5]:

before  a  regular  court   for   resolution   of  disputes
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So, for taking an indigene of Neni to court over the General (PG), Cyprian Nwamuo on the basis that the Chief
unauthorized and illegal sale of their late father’s asked the Federal Government to renew the tenure of the
property, Maria and her brother, Mr. Philip Moore Rector, Federal Polytechnic Oko, Professor Godwin Onu
Ezeani were pronounced banished from the in view of his unequalled performance in the development
community. Maria despite their banishment defied of the institution.
the ban and attended the marriage of her cousin. Her Delivering judgment in a suit filed by the plaintiff
presence did not go down well with the leaders of the challenging his banishment and for the enforcement of his
community who were present, hence they descended fundamental rights, Justice Peter Obiora held as follow:
on her.

There is no doubt that the fate of Maria C. Ezeani and fundamental human rights of the plaintiff …. Ordered
her brother was that of man’s inhumanity to man and the monarch and the president general to pay a fine
constitutes tripartite violation of right to own and acquire of N200,000 for ostracizing Chief Offormah, who is a
property any where in Nigeria, occasioned by the high Chief in the Community … The trial Judge also
purported and invalid sale of their family property without ordered the Oko monarch and the town union
the  consent  of  the  apparently  surviving family head, president to write an apology letter to Chief Offormah
Mr. Philip Moore Ezeani; right to move freely within within 14 days from the date of the judgment for
Nigeria and to reside in any part thereof and shall neither violating his fundamental human rights [7].
be expelled from any part nor refused entry thereof nor
exit there from, as precipitated by the alleged banishment; Use of Masquerade to Chastise Wives: Among the Ibos
and right to dignity of human person resulting from the and perhaps in some other societies, masquerading is an
manhandling and beating of the young lady [6]. important cultural heritage.

Another resulting violation of right was that of Even within a specific group, diverse masquerades
having their case determined by a court of law constituted serve different purposes. Some are seen as the guardian
in such a manner to secure its independence and of the land, some as revealer of hidden or secret deeds by
impartiality usually referred to as right to fair hearing men, some purely for entertainment purposes and some
under section 36 (1) of the constitution. This is evident mainly for enforcing discipline amongst the populace and
from the report that: other uses.

After all efforts to seek justice from the town union the masquerade that will inflict the chastisement-usually
failed, with the attendant intrigues said to be applied by flogging will move, either alone or accompanied by
by a retired judge, Maria and Philip decided to seek one, two persons or more -what to act and when to act.
justice in a court of law. The target is usually a stubborn wife or one whose

It becomes the more worrisome when a retired High first, by the husband and, then by members of the
Court Justice allegedly becomes a clog in the wheel of community.
justice and an agent of serious subversion of the For instance, the people of Olokoro community of
constitution. This is evident from Ms Maria’s statement: Umuahiause masquerade to chastise an unruly wife after

They passed an illegal law in Umunri village that no heedless advice. An elderly man from the area said about
aggrieved person should seek redress in court in order to this practice [8]:
intimidate people with a view to acquiring their land. The
retired jurist (name withheld) further added that ‘he had, If a woman persists in her bad character like stealing,
on several occasions in Neni, warned that anybody frequent fights with her mother-in-law or other
seeking redress in court is wasting his or her money since unacceptable vices, then the men (members of
he as a former High Court Judge can influence other ‘Okonko’ society) will, in rare cases, use masquerade
judges to dismiss the case or to adjourn the case sine with bell as early as before 6 a.m. and lead the woman
die’. back to her father’s house. The men will be holding

A very recent case of banishment occurred in Oko palm fronds ‘omu nkwu’ and if the woman resists, the
against high Chief Ephraim Offormah by the monarch of masquerade referred to as ‘Ubu’ will use cane on her
the community, Igwe Laz Ekwueme and the President and she will be forcefully led to her maiden home.

… that the banishment was a breach of the

The practice of each community will determine how

conducts have been roundly and repeatedly condemned
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There is no doubt that this form of physical thief; to protest and register disapproval in use of vulgar
chastisement on women using masquerade exists in other and dishonorable language against a woman’s private
cultural practices, perhaps irrespective of the victim’s part by the women group; among others.
religious beliefs. In Ubulu-Uku, a quiet community in Aniocha South

This unarguably amounts to physical torture and Local Government of Delta State, a woman proven to have
abuse and therefore, constitutes violation of right to committed adultery must walk the town naked to save
human dignity of the person under section 34 (1) of the herself, her husband and the entire community from
constitution. unpleasant consequences.

Humiliating Punitive Trial by Ordeal: Various customary recent past  where  for allegedly committing adultery
practices in Nigeria endorse, even if as mere formal which led to her husband’s sickness, a woman was
humiliatory punitive measure meant to sport with the compelled to walk the streets of Ubulu-Uku, in Delta State
victim; the penalty of subjecting a suspect to some form naked [8]. 
of physical pain and discomfort. This could be intended Gladys Keshi was made to undergo what many would
to simply ridicule the person publicly and humiliate the consider a brutal and barbaric act to save her husband
one or serve as a trial by ordeal in order to obtain a from premature death. Simeon Keshi, Gladys’ husband
confessional statement. Whichever purpose, the practice had been struck by a mysterious aliment since late last
is wrong in law and inhuman. year and when it was suspected that it could be due to the

Such practices include forcing a suspect, under woman’s alleged extra-marital affairs, people in the
threat of immediate physical brutality by the usual crowd community compelled her to walk naked, to save the man.
surrounding the victim, to take a handful of sand and It, however turned out too late as Keshi died before the
chew before swallowing it; washing a dead human body rite was concluded.
and compelling a suspected killer to drink such dirty Simeon Keshi had reportedly suffered a swollen
broth; and several other such practices. tummy since late last year and discreet investigations

An illustrative example of this form of humiliating linked it to the alleged adulterous practices of the wife,
penalty was the case of Mr. Emmanuel Ejikeonye Nzelu. which included sleeping with other men on her
Mr. E. E. Nzelu who used to be a Christian and wedded in matrimonial bed.
the Anglican Church later turned a traditional worshipper. Confronted by senior members of the family, Gladys

His father later fell sick and after several years on sick reportedly denied the allegations, but later allegedly
bed, died. His kinsmen accused Mr. E. E. Nzelu of having confessed to the Umuada, the village women council. She
masterminded his late father’s death. was said to have confessed that six men slept with her,

Besides other forms of physical maltreatment by his apart from her husband and that two actually did the
people, he was taken to his father’s grave by 28 persons ‘thing’ right on her husband’s bed.
who forced handful of sand from the grave into his mouth The embattled woman, however, pleaded that she be
and forced him to chew it which he did and swallowed for allowed to wear her pant in the mandatory naked walk and
fear of his dear life. the concession was granted, since she hailed from Agbor

In consequence whereof, Mr. E. E. Nzelu instituted a and not from Ubulu-Uku.
civil action in an Nnewi High Court for the enforcement of She was eventually paraded round the streets with
his fundamental rights. members of Umuada (first daughters) leading her with

Stripping Suspects Naked: Another bizarre and mind- behind.
boggling penal aspect of our customary law is the act of Mama Besi, head of the Umuada, told the Sun that
stripping alleged offenders – irrespective of sex or age – there was nothing wrong with what the woman was made
stark naked or mildly allowing putting on only pants. to go through, as the rite was old as the community [9].

This undignifying punishment could be executed on This form of punishment by our various customary
differing offences according to customary practices of law practices offer one of the most repugnant episodes to
each community. both human conscience and the dignity of mankind.

It could be to publicly ridicule a suspected Needless to say that it offends the rights to human
clandestine killer through poison; expose and mock a dignity of the person involved.

This belief and practice was put into effect in the

songs and clapping. The children also followed closely
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The above are just a few among other penal wives may have been the order of things in the remote
customary practices which quite violate our other laws, past, but certainly should not be encouraged now. Unlike
especially the constitution, meant to protect these rights the primordial days, we now have numerous positive laws
from this kind of insidious erosion and trampling. that offer protection to people’s rights. Rather than resort

Suggested New Norms and Alternatives for Reforming family promises a better way of bringing the woman to her
Aspects of Customary Law Penalties senses.
Ostracism: Ostracism connotes total severance of all This is because, in most African societies, Nigeria
social relationships by the group in relation to a inclusive,  marriage  is  still  regarded  as  a   joint  and
delinquent person. An ostracized person is kept at arms long-lasting affair between the two contracting families
length and avoided in all manners of social intercourse. where each exert some measure of influence over the
The person is a rejected and isolated being that lives a young couple.
solitary and lonely life. When a stubborn wife is reported to her maiden

Ostracism as a penal act is permissible under the law family, especially a family that has pedigree and honour,
by implication of freedom of association where a group parents and other relatives would talk sense into their
reserves the rights to dissociate from an erring member. daughter with a view towards living in peace and love

Also it does not require positive action like the other with her husband. This way, the problem is tactfully
measures but a mere negative conduct by refusing to solved without the danger of breaching the woman’s
socialize with the affected person. human rights. In certain cases, mothers do even spank

The effect of ostracism in a community may very their daughters with bare hands to register their
likely make the person to be ashamed, feel the harshness resentment over the conduct of their daughters. These
of the punitive action and therefore, decide to turn a new actions invariably often exert some pressures on such
leaf in order to be once again re-admitted into full young wives and make them to really adjust and settle
communal life. down for meaningful married life.

Demands for Tendering of Public Apology and Recourse to due Process of Law: Where all entreaties,
Compensation: Rather than resorting to stripping an measures and maneuvers fail, people should avoid the
individual naked for whatever offence, the suspect should temptation of resorting to self-help by binding and
be given the option of tendering public apology flogging,  stripping  people  naked,   trial   by  ordeal or
personally using or sounding the gong as town-crier any other unauthorized mode of effecting punitive
does. measure.

The person should confess or acknowledge the Rather a formal legal action is taken against the
offence publicly as in use of vulgar language in reference individual. This should not, in most cases, be problematic
to a woman’s private part or in theft cases in company of and difficult since most of these issues come within the
the people and apologize for such conduct. The person jurisdiction of our various customary courts located right
should go further to make a solemn promise not to indulge there in the villages and towns.
in such unwholesome act in future. It is the courts that will determine the case, make the

If the defaulter accepted to act in this manner, the necessary orders and conditions on how the matter
people should be generous enough to accommodate should be resolved.
him/her since all the same, the one has been equally The courts should not give their seal of approval to
subjected to public shame which will serve as deterrence those penal customary laws that are archaic,
to on-lookers and any who hears of it [10]. unconscionable and inhuman. Judges must discourage

A further demand for monetary compensation may or such practices through their judgments; and take the lead
may not be made on the person depending on the in establishing this new norms of customary penal
circumstances of the case. sanctions.

However, nobility and magnanimity of character The decision of the court is always final except where
demands that such a one be pardoned fully at that stage. successfully challenged on appeal. This way, the matter

Reporting  the  Unruly  Wife  to her Maiden Family: the customs of the particular community without a breach
Using masquerades to chastise stubborn and unruly of the law.

to this, the option of reporting such a wife to her maiden

will be resolved fully and effectively in accordance with
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